
Assistance for the abstract submission 
 

1. Treatment of the template 
 
1.1. Please download first the MCN abstract template. This is made by link 

„MCN abstract template”. (see illustration 1) 
 

 
illustration 1 

 
1.2.  Please open now the template on your computer (by WORD: from version 
     97)! 
1.3.  Read first the regulation for writing on abstract. 
1.4.  Fill in now title and associated text into the appropriate gaps of the template. 
    (see illustration 2 for abstract title and see illustration 3 for abstract text) 
 

 
illustration 2 
 

 
illustration 3 

1.5. If you settled all inputs you can now store and close the document. 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Submission of abstract 
 
2.1. You can submit now the abstract (short scientific paper, poster, film) 

over the following point! (see illustration 4) 
 

 
           illustration 4 

 
2.2. Please click now on „Browse“ in order to indicate your abstract template    
       which you downloaded and worked on before. (see illustration 5) 

 

 
          illustration 5 

 
2.3.  Click now on „Continue…“! 
2.4.  Your template was dispatched now to MCN and occurs there to  

 a check which examines the validity of the templates. If it is valid, you will  
 receive an appropriate confirmation on the following page. 
 (see illustration 6) 
 

 
          illustration 6 

  
       If you don´t receive a positiv feedback, this can be because of the  
   following error criteria: 

� You are not using our template or you use an older version! 
� You have done a mistake with your data (title and text) within the 

template, e. g. by breach of guidelines! 
   Check again your input data!  
 

2.5.  After a positiv feedback you can indicate now category, presentation 
    language and kind of lecture. (see illustration 7) 
 



 
      illustration 7 
 

2.6.  Click now on „Continue…“! 
2.7.  Your title of abstract was extracted from the template. 
2.8.  Click now on „Continue…“! 
2.9.  Fill in your authors! Click on link “Add author”. 
    Please note that you have to name at least one person as main author. 
    (see illustration 8) 
 

 
          illustration 8 

 
     Allocate the associated clinic over link „Add new clinic“. 
         (see illustration 9). 
 

 
          illustration 9 

 



      Please note with „Save data…“ that you have to select the clinic in the  
      “DropDown – menu“. Allocate every author to a clinic!  (see illustration 10)  
 

 
            illustration 10 

 
2.10.  If you have entered all data correct the following screen appears: 

 

 
 
 2.11. Click now on „Continue…“. 
 2.12. Please register now! (see illustration 11)  
 

 
           illustration 11 



If you have formerly used the online service for this event and/or have received   
access information for this service, you may now fill in the input fields “First name, 
Lastname, password”! If you haven´t any access information, please click on 
”Register”! (see illustration 11) 

 

   
 
If you have done all inputs, please click on „Register…“. 
 

2.13. In the last step you see a summery of your input data! 
2.14. If correct, please store! 
2.15. It should be indicated now: Your abstract was successfully submitted!  
2.16. On the starting side you can see now your abstract and possibly 

accomplish changes (presupposed you are still logged in). 
(see illustration 12) 
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